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Several observations

• Japan and Japanese culture’s attractiveness worldwide

• Japanese « auteur » films’ critical success and commercialization outside of Japan

• Festivals’ roles: 
• A-list festivals’ position as acknowledged institutions for the evaluation of the quality of the

films, as well as marketplaces and highly mediatic events
Important for: critical reception, film funding, career… Building “national cinema”

discourses, canons, film history

What about specialized film festivals’ position concerning “quality” and
“nation” paradigms?



Case studies

• Nippon Connection
(Annual, May-June, 6 days, 100 films, 50 events, >18500 visitors)
Founded in 2000, held in Frankfurt am Main (Germany), largest 
selection of Japanese films in the world

• Kinotayo
(Annual, in Nov-Dec., 3 weeks in Paris, several months in other cities, 20 films (5 
exported), few events, ? visitors)
Founded in 2006, held in Paris and exportable to other French cities, 
only festival specialized on Japanese cinema in France



Specialized film festivals

• Around the 1970s: specialized categories appeared at a point where film festivals were getting free of
governmental control and trying to provide for world art and political cinema (De Valck, 2007).
From the 1980s, there is a “proliferation, professionalization, and standardization of festivals
worldwide” (Ma Ran, 2018:165).

• Specialized = “smaller-scale” in “specific areas” and “devoted to particular themes” (Kraicer, 2012,
quoting Iordanova, 2011)

Specialized festivals have two goals:

• Promoting cinematic art = “quality” films (with A-list festivals as references).

• Promoting films that will engage discussion around their theme (here, “Japan”/“Japanese culture”).

These festivals carry the “burden of cultural and national representation” (De Valck, 2016:103), and help
build the idea of films as a “field of knowledge” (Wong, 2011:14-16) and as “a public culture to be
debated” (Harbord, 2016:69-70). 



Nippon Connection & Kinotayo, specialized on « Japanese cinema »
• Competitive sections for different types of films (feature, short ; documentary, fiction) + 

retrospective sections

• Programming with different kinds of films: renowned auteur films (screened at A-list festivals) ; 
new auteurs films ; commercial films

• Awards: jury and audience
• Kinotayo in 2023: Soleil d’Or (Kin no taiyō) audience award, 2 jury awards
• NC in 2024: 3 audience awards, 4 jury awards

+ Extra-filmic « cultural » events 



Nippon Connection events 
(from #2024, cf official website)



MCJP events during Kinotayo in Paris
(cf official website)

MCJP Library

MCJP Onigiri Bar Kunitoraya

Non-permanent events (ex. during Kinotayo #2023):

Permanent spaces:

Permanent events : Japanese language course, tea ceremony course…
(photo from Tabelog)



Kinotayo Association’s activity on social networks
Posts on :   - Japanese films in film culture events (A-category and specialized festivals, awards, critics, French releases)

- Events at MCJP or other institutions about Japan in France (including academic talks) 
- Cultural facts or events in Japan

(facebook & instagram accounts only, the linkedin and X accounts being more activity report-accounts, and the youtube
account only featuring interviews from the 13rd edition)    



Editorials

• Nippon Connection: 
Bring “Japanese culture in all its facets” to visitors, to catch “up on the entire range of
contemporary Japanese cinema”. Targets: “fans of film and Japan” (press quote from Japan Digest)

(Official website)

• Kinotayo:
To “carry on the dialogue”, taking from Japonism. To “bring Japanese people’s point of view on
shared social facts to the French audience’s attention”. To give access to inaccessible
Japanese films. Selecting films on two possible criterions: either “intrinsic cinematic quality”
OR capacity to show something about Japanese culture.
(Official website and Ianni 2019)



Quality
Festivals as quality evaluation institutions ; gatekeepers/showcases of « good » 
and « worthy » films (Wong, 2011:17)

De Valck (2016)’s analysis using Bourdieu’s theories: 
• Festival’s frame of reference for quality evaluation comes from European conceptions of “art for 

art’s sake”, the “romantic artist”, the division between high and low culture, and the cinephile 
approach to film consuming

• They bestow “symbolic capital” to films and operate “cultural legitimization”
• They “sustain” their own system by producing “festival films” (also see Wong, 2011) and by being 

“tastemakers” (also see Czach, 2004). Specialized festivals are thus “transits” for festival circuit 
filmmakers.

Wong (2016:90, 85): film festivals form and reproduce the “public sphere”. 
A-list festivals are the ““heirs” of the liberal bourgeois sphere” // “alternative festivals” create 
“counter-publics”



Nippon Connection & Kinotayo’s « counter processes » of evaluation:

• Quality as either « cinematic art » qualities or the capacity to show interesting 
cultural dimensions of Japan 

= bestowing “cultural legitimization” to these two types of films

• Importance of audience awards
= empowering audience’s tastes and judgements



Nation

• Historically, “nation” is important as a category to sort films (De Valck, 2007:92). Films are
then selected to “adhere to a political agenda of what is good for the nation” (Czach, 2004).

• “Japanese cinema” was theorized from outside Japan, and “based on a fragmented view
of its film heritage which had been cherry-picked to astonish audiences in the West” 

(Centeno Martín, 2018:4).

Ideals
Nippon Connection & Kinotayo follow the ideal of educating the audience about the
complexity and diversity inside the concept of “Japan”.

“mediatic [and interpreting] machines” (Rueda, 2009:166)

“Alternative exhibition circuit” (De Valck, 2007:106) for commercial and non-commercial
“non-English-speaking films that carry high commercial risk to exhibitors” (Harbord, 2016)



Economic realities

Zahlten (2010): Film festivals as intertextual nexus that negotiate between discourses on
“nation” and “globalization”
• Film festivals share similarities with the anime-cosmos, that produces a framework to understand

Japan in a “commodifiable” and very “global” way (Zahlten, 2010).

• Pop culture and shopping events at festivals make of “Japan” a consumable product. These events are
“vital […] for the global media coverage of the festival and, as such, part of its marketing strategy”
(paraphrasing De Valck, 2007:118)

=> Festivals face “market logic” and “product differentiation” realities (Zahlten, 2010:24): they
incorporate stereotypes to fit audience “expectations”

=>Festivals may provide the audience with a stereotyped “framewor[k] for understanding [these]
unfamiliar [films]” (to paraphrase De Valck, 2016:112). They may also institutionalize and provide cultural
legitimization to stereotyped visions of Japan
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